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Abstract16
The X chromosome is a relatively large chromosome, harbouring a lot of genetic17
information. Much of the statistical analysis of X-chromosomal information is com-18
plicated by the fact that males only have one copy. Recently, frequentist statistical19
tests for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium have been proposed specifically for dealing with20
markers on the X chromosome. Bayesian test procedures for Hardy-Weinberg equilib-21
rium for the autosomes have been described, but Bayesian work on the X chromosome22
in this context is lacking. This paper gives the first Bayesian approach for testing23
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium with bi-allelic markers at the X chromosome. Marginal24
and joint posterior distributions for the inbreeding coefficient in females and the male25
to female allele frequency ratio are computed, and used for statistical inference. The26
paper gives a detailed account of the proposed Bayesian test, and illustrates it with27
data from the 1000 Genomes project. In that implementation, a novel approach28
to tackle multiple testing from a Bayesian perspective through posterior predictive29
checks is used.30
Key words: Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium; X-chromosome; Inbreeding coefficient; Bayesian31
model selection; Posterior distribution; Dirichlet prior;32
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1 Introduction33
The number of genetic markers identified for the human genome has increased tremendously34
over the last decades. The 1000 genomes projects currently includes more than 88 million35
genetic variants (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2015). Most of the variants reside36
on the autosomes, which are ordered according to their size. The X chromosome is a large37
chromosome with a size of about 155Mb, and is almost as large as chromosome 7 (Hein et38
al., 2005), and estimated to contain about 5% of the genes in the human genome (Wise et39
al., 2013). Currently, approximately 3.5 million variants on the X chromosome have been40
reported. Much of the statistical analysis of the X chromosomal data is complicated by41
the fact that males have only one copy, whereas females have two. The pseudo-autosomal42
regions (Graves et al., 1998) of the X chromosome behave as autosomes, and for these43
regions autosomal statistical methodology applies.44
A simple way to deal with X chromosomal data is to ignore males, and apply usual auto-45
somal procedures to females only. This is what often has been done in studies of Hardy-46
Weinberg equilibrium, linkage disequilibrium, genetic association studies (Wise et al., 2013)47
and others. The Hardy-Weinberg law is a well-known elementary genetic principle typically48
explained in detail in genetic textbooks (Crow and Kimura, 1970; Li, 1976; Hartl, 1980;49
Hamilton, 2009). For a bi-allelic marker with alleles A and B with relative frequencies p50
and q, the law states that the genotype frequencies AA, AB and BB will reach the stable51
proportion (p2, 2pq, q2) in one generation of random mating. From this point on, genotype52
and allele frequencies will remain unaltered through time, as long as disturbing forces like53
differential mortality, migration and others remain absent.54
The dynamics of X-chromosomal markers is quite different. If male and female allele fre-55
quencies initially differ then it will take more than one generation before equilibrium is56
achieved. Because A males inherit their A allele from their mother, the male A allele fre-57
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quency always equals the female A allele frequency of the previous generation. Because58
females inherit one allele from each parent, the female A allele frequency is the mean of the59
male and female allele frequency of the previous generation. This ”lagging and averaging”60
continues till the difference between male and female allele frequencies becomes vanishingly61
small. At that point, the female genotype frequencies will have stabilized as well, reaching62
the Hardy-Weinberg proportions. In each generation, the absolute difference between male63
and female allele frequencies is halved. If Dt represents the absolute difference in male and64
female allele frequency in generation t then we have Dt =
(
1
2
)t
D1, with D1 the initial gen-65
eration. In a worst case scenario with D1 = 1, it will take 8 generations in total before the66
difference drops below 0.01. Figure 1 illustrates the faster attainment of HW equilibrium67
for smaller values of D1.68
Statistical tests for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium should reflect the special characteristics69
of the X chromosome. In recent work, Graffelman and Weir (2016) have proposed chi-70
square, exact and permutation tests for Hardy-Weinberg (HW) equilibrium for markers71
at the X-chromosome that take both males and females into account. You et al. (2015)72
have developed a likelihood ratio test for X-chromosomal markers that also uses males and73
females. These frequentist procedures jointly test Hardy-Weinberg proportions for females74
and equality of allele frequencies in males and females.75
There is a considerable number of contributions to the Bayesian testing for HW equilib-76
rium of autosomal markers, starting with Pereira and Rogatko (1984) and Lindley (1988),77
and including Shoemaker et al. (1998), Ayres and Balding et al. (1998) and Wakefield78
(2009, 2010). Bayesian methods have also been used to deal with variants of unknown79
location, and classify them as autosomal or X-chromosomal under the assumption of HW80
equilibrium (Gautier, 2014). For testing autsomal variants for HW equilibrium, Ayres and81
Balding (1998) proposed an MCMC method to obtain the posterior distributions of in-82
breeding coefficients for markers with multiple alleles. Shoemaker et al. (1998) obtained83
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explicit expressions for the joint posteriors of various disequilibrium coefficients and allele84
frequencies in the biallelic case. Wakefield (2010) advocates the use of the Bayes Factor in85
Bayesian inference on HW equilibrium and addresses Bayesian testing in a genome-wide con-86
text. However, all these Bayesian studies address autosomal markers, and to date Bayesian87
procedures for X-chromosomal markers have apparently not been developed. This paper88
therefore first proposes Bayesian methods for a Hardy-Weinberg analysis of X-chromosomal89
markers that take both males and females into account, by using an extra parameter al-90
lowing for different allele frequencies in the sexes. We concentrate on the most commonly91
used single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and consider markers with multiple alleles,92
such as micro-satellites, beyond the scope of the current paper.93
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we provide some background, and94
establish notation. In Section 3 we develop a Bayesian approach to the problem of testing95
X-chromosomal markers for HW equilibrium, and we assess the method through simulation.96
Section 4 illustrates the use of the Bayesian approach with empirical data taken from the97
Japanese population of the 1000 Genomes project (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium,98
2010), both for single SNPs as well as sets of multiple X-chromosomal SNPs. The approach99
adopted in that implementation to deal with multiple testing through posterior predictive100
checks is novel. A discussion section completes the paper.101
2 Background and notation102
We consider a biallelic genetic polymorphism on the X chromosome with alleles A and B103
having allele frequencies pAm and pBm in males and pAf and pBf in females, with pAm +104
pBm = pAf + pBf = 1. There are five genotypes consisting of hemizygous males, with105
genotypes A and B, and diploid females, with genotypes AA, AB and BB. We denote the106
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observed genotype counts in males by nAm and nBm, and in females by nAAf , nABf and107
nBBf . The total sample size is n = nm + nf , where nm = nAm + nBm is the total number108
of males, and where nf = nAAf + nABf + nBBf is the total number of females.109
The male A genotype (or allele) count, nAm, is assumed to follow a Binomial(nm, pAm)110
distribution, and the vector of female genotype counts, (nAAf , nABf , nBBf ), is assumed to111
follow a Multinomial(nf , (pAAf , pABf , pBBf )) distribution, where pAAf + pABf + pBBf = 1.112
2.1 Equilibrium in X-Chromosomal markers113
For X-chromosomal markers it can take more generations to achieve equilibrium, depending114
on the initial difference in allele frequency between the sexes (Crow and Kimura, 1970).115
In fact, under disequilibrium, allele and genotype frequencies for the X chromosome will116
always be changing from generation to generation. All the frequencies considered next117
correspond to the current generation.118
HW equilibrium holds for the SNPs of the X-chromosome when:119
1. there is equality of male and female allele frequencies, pAm = pAf , and120
2. the female genotype counts, (nAAf , nABf , nBBf ), are multinomially distributed with121
HW proportions, (pAAf = p
2
Af , pABf = 2pAfpBf , pBBf = p
2
Bf ), where pBf = 1− pAf .122
When both these conditions hold in one generation then, under random mating, the allele123
frequencies in males and the genotype frequencies in females are constant from one gener-124
ation to the next (see, e.g., Li, 1976, Zheng et al., 2007). In the case of X-chromosomal125
markers, disequilibrium can be present under three different scenarios.126
In the first scenario, pAm = pAf holds, but the female genotype proportions fail to match
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the HW proportions, a case which is typically parametrized in terms of a female inbreeding
coefficient, f , such that:
pAAf = p
2
Af + pAfpBff, (2.1)
pABf = 2pAfpBf (1− f), (2.2)
pBBf = p
2
Bf + pAfpBff. (2.3)
When pAm = pAf , a value of f = 0 corresponds to HW equilibrium, a positive f indicates a127
lack of female heterozygotes, and a negative f indicates an excess of female heterozygotes.128
Hence, for studying this first kind of disequilibrium on the X-chromosome we will use this129
female inbreeding coefficient, f , as a measure of the deviation of female genotype frequencies130
from HW proportions in the current generation, which can be posed as:131
f =
pAAf − p2Af
pAfpBf
. (2.4)
Note that the value of f can range between −MAF/(1 −MAF ) and 1, where MAF =132
min (pAf , 1− pAf ). Under this first disequilibrium scenario and random mating, one will133
have HW equilibrium in the next generation, like for autosomal markers.134
Under a second disequilibrium scenario, female genotype probabilities satisfy HW propor-135
tions and therefore f = 0, but the allele frequencies between males and females are different136
and therefore condition 1 does not hold, in which case we use as a measure for disequilibrium137
the ratio of male to female allele frequencies,138
d =
pAm
pAf
. (2.5)
Under this second disequilibrium scenario, with d 6= 1, allele frequencies of males and geno-139
type frequencies of females converge to equilibrium only when the number of generations140
goes to infinity; Even though in this setting in the current generation f is 0, in the previous141
and in the following generations f is different from 0.142
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Under a third disequilibrium scenario, X-chromosomal markers might not be in equilibrium143
because both f 6= 0 as well as d 6= 1.144
2.2 Models for equilibrium and for disequilibrium145
In practice one will face either the HW equilibrium scenario, or one of three disequilib-146
rium scenarios, which leads to the choice between four models. Under HW equilibrium,147
female genotype counts are Multinomial(nf , (pAAf = p
2
Af , pABf = 2pAfpBf , pBBf = p
2
Bf ))148
distributed, while the male A allele count follows a Binomial(nm, pAm) distribution with149
pAm = pAf . In this case, the value of pAf determines the value of all the remaining proba-150
bilities. The model under HW equilibrium will be labeled as Model 0, (M0).151
In the first disequilibrium scenario described above, f 6= 0 and d = 1, and female genotype152
counts are Multinomial(nf , (pAAf , pABf , pBBf )) distributed, while male A genotype counts153
are Binomial(nm, pAm) distributed with:154
pAm = pAf =
2pAAf + pABf
2
. (2.6)
In this case the value of (pAAf , pABf ) determines the value of all the remaining probabilities.155
The model for this disequilibrium scenario is labeled as Model 1, (M1).156
In the second disequilibrium scenario described in section 2.1, the inbreeding coefficient for157
females, f , is equal to 0, but d is not equal to 1. In that case, female genotype counts158
are Multinomial(nf , (pAAf = p
2
Af , pABf = 2pAfpBf , pBBf = p
2
Bf )) distributed, while the159
male A genotype count is Binomial(nm, pAm) distributed with probability pAm functionally160
unrelated to pAf . In this case, the value of (pAf , pAm) determines the value of all the161
remaining probabilities. The model for this second disequilibrium scenario is labeled as162
Model 2, (M2).163
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In the third and last disequilibrium scenario, f 6= 0 and d 6= 1. In that case, female genotype164
counts are Multinomial with unrestricted probabilities, as in Model 1, while the male A165
genotype count is Binomially distributed with probability pAm, as in Model 2. In this case,166
the parameter space is the largest possible, and the model is labeled as Model 3, (M3), or167
the saturated model.168
3 Bayesian tests for X-chromosomal markers169
In the frequentist approach to testing for HW equilibrium for X-chromosomal markers170
presented in Graffelman and Weir (2016), one chooses between HW equilibrium, (i.e. Model171
0), and disequilibrium, (i.e. Models 1, 2 and 3), but it does not allow one to distinguish172
between the three different disequilibrium scenarios. In the frequentist approach, additional173
statistical tests for equality of allele frequencies and/or HW proportions in females would174
be needed to finally pinpoint the scenario.175
Instead, in the Bayesian setting it is more natural to test for HW equilibrium by choosing176
one scenario among the four alternative scenarios described above, which is equivalent177
to selecting one model among M0,M1,M2 and M3. That is done by choosing a prior178
distribution for the parameters of the models that captures what one knows about them179
before observing the data, and a prior distribution on the model space, and then computing180
the posterior probability of each one of the four models (scenarios). Then, one selects the181
model (scenario) with largest posterior probability.182
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3.1 Choice of a prior distribution183
Different parametrizations allow for different ways of capturing what one knows about the184
parameters of the model in terms of a prior distribution for them. Here we will adopt the185
parametrization of Models 0, 1, 2, 3 in terms of male and female genotype frequencies,186
because that allows for a choice of priors that leads to simple expressions for the posterior187
probabilities of the four models considered, and because they are the most convenient ones188
when one has little information.189
Under the HW equilibrium scenario, leading to Model 0, male and female allele frequencies,190
pAm and pAf , are equal, and they will be assumed to be Beta(b1,0, b2,0) distributed, where191
the second subindex, 0, refers to M0. Under this scenario, this prior distribution univocally192
determines the prior distribution of all female genotype frequencies.193
Under the first disequilibrium scenario, leading to Model 1, the female genotype frequencies,194
(pAAf , pABf , pBBf ), are assumed to be Dirichlet(a1,1,f , a2,1,f , a3,1,f ) distributed, where the195
second subindex, 1, refers to M1. The distribution of the female genotype frequencies196
determines the distribution of the female and male allele frequencies.197
Under the second disequilibrium scenario, leading to Model 2, male and female allele fre-198
quencies are assumed to be independently distributed as a Beta(b1,2,m, b2,2,m) and Beta(b1,2,f , b2,2,f )199
respectively, and that determines the distribution of the female genotype frequencies. Fi-200
nally, under the last disequilibrium scenario, leading to Model 3, female genotype frequen-201
cies are assumed to be Dirichlet(a1,3,f , a2,3,f , a3,3,f ) distributed, independent of the male202
allele frequency, which is assumed to be Beta(b1,3,m, b2,3,m) distributed.203
Depending on the values chosen for (a1,i,f , a2,i,f , a3,i,f ), the Dirichlet(a1,i,f , a2,i,f , a3,i,f ) dis-204
tribution will be more or less informative, and it will capture different information about fe-205
male genotype frequencies. In particular, its expected value is (a1,i,f , a2,i,f , a3,i,f )/(
∑3
j=1 aj,i,f ),206
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and one can choose the aj,i,f ’s to reflect the fact that one expects some genotypes to have207
larger probabilities than others. Also, the larger
∑3
j=1 aj,i,f , the smaller the variances of the208
components of the Dirichlet random variable, and the more informative that prior distribu-209
tion. When one is not willing to use subjective information about the female genotype fre-210
quencies, Berger et al. (2015) recommend using a Dirichlet with a1,i,f = a2,i,f = a3,i,f = 1/3,211
which is also recommended by Bernardo and Tomazella (2010) as a good approximation to212
a prior distribution tailored for a reference analysis of HW equilibrium. We will use this213
reference prior, which is like assuming an effective sample size of only one to start with (see,214
e.g., Morita et al., 2008). Given that the actual sample sizes in our setting will typically215
be a lot larger than that, the impact of this prior on the posterior distribution for female216
genotype frequencies will be negligible.217
An analogous argument can be made for choosing the parameters of the Beta(b1,i, b2,i) to218
model the prior information about allele frequencies. In that case, in the absence of subjec-219
tive information one often chooses Beta(b1,i, b2,i) with b1,i = b2,i = 1/2, which corresponds220
to a relatively uninformative prior that assumes an effective sample size of only one to start221
with. Moreover, this prior captures the fact that low MAF markers are more frequent.222
An alternative way of eliciting prior information under Models 1 and 3 is to choose a223
specific distribution for the inbreeding coefficient, f , and for the female allele frequency,224
pAf , instead of resorting to the Dirichlet distribution for the genotype frequencies. However,225
this complicates the computation of the posterior probabilities, and it does not make much226
difference when carrying out a reference analysis that uses little prior information. The227
inbreeding coefficient is related to the female genotype frequencies through:228
f =
pAAf − (pAAf + 12pABf )2
(pAAf +
1
2
pABf )(1− pAAf − 12pABf )
, (3.1)
and one can explore the prior distribution of f that is induced by assuming a Dirichlet229
distribution on (pAAf , pABf , pBBf ). When one does that for our reference choice, with230
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a1,i,f = a2,i,f = a3,i,f = 1/3, one finds that the prior distribution for f is not symmetric on231
its support. That prior is in fact trimodal, with two modes at the two extremes of the range232
of values taken by f , and a third mode at 0, which are features that one considers desirable233
for a reference prior for a parameter such as f , with finite range and a null hypothesis at 0.234
Furthermore, under our choice of parameters for the Dirichlet prior, one can check through235
Monte Carlo simulation that the probability that f is larger than 0 is .548.236
Instead, when one assumes a Dirichlet(a1,i,f , a2,i,f , a3,i,f ) distribution with a1,i,f = a2,i,f =237
a3,i,f = 1 as the prior distribution for the female genotype frequencies, which corresponds238
to assuming a uniform distribution on them, one finds that the prior distribution for f239
concentrates on values larger than 0, with a prior probability that f is larger than 0 equal240
to .667. The problem of this upward bias introduced when using a uniform distribution has241
already been reported by Foll and Gaggiotti (2008). Another shortcoming of assuming a242
uniform prior for (pAAf , pABf , pBBf ) is that the prior induced on the female allele probability243
through pAf = (2pAAf + pABf )/2 becomes strongly unimodal with mode at .5. Instead, our244
choice of a1,i,f = a2,i,f = a3,i,f = 1/3 leads to a prior distribution for pAf that is a lot closer245
to the Beta(.5, .5) that is assumed for pAm.246
Note though that either one of these two choices of values for (a1,i,f , a2,i,f , a3,i,f ) leads to247
posterior distributions that are very similar, because they are both a lot less informative248
than the data that one typically obtains in these settings.249
Alternative ways of choosing prior distributions for HW equilibrium under the usual auto-250
somal data can be found in Lindley (1988), Shoemaker et al. (1998), Consonni et al. (2008)251
and Wakefield (2010). All their proposals could be adapted to our X-chromosomal marker252
setting, but if one chose these priors to have a small effective sample size, they would make253
a small difference at a considerable extra computational cost, because they do not lead to254
closed form expressions for the posterior probabilities described next.255
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3.2 Bayesian model selection256
The Bayesian way to select a model is through the posterior probability of each model,257
P (Mi|y), which is the probability that the Mi model is the one generating the data,258
y = (nAAf , nABf , nBBf , nAm, nBm), assessed after the data has been observed. It can be259
computed by using Bayes theorem:260
P (Mi|y) = P (Mi)P (y|Mi)∑3
j=0 P (Mj)P (y|Mj)
, for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 (3.2)
where P (Mi) is the prior probability assigned to Mi, (i.e. the probability that this model is261
correct, assessed before the data is available), and where P (y|Mi) is the marginal likelihood262
of Mi. If all models were considered equally likely a priori, the way it will be assumed in263
Section 4, the larger P (y|Mi), the more attractive Mi will be.264
Most often, computing P (y|Mi) exactly is too complicated, and the marginal likelihoods265
need to be estimated through the MCMC simulations used to update the model. In our266
binomial/multinomial setting with Beta/Dirichlet priors though, there are closed form ex-267
pressions for P (y|Mi) which allow one to either compute these marginal likelihoods exactly,268
in the case of Models 0, 2 and 3, or to evaluate them numerically in the case of Model 1.269
The expressions for the marginal likelihoods, P (y|Mi), under our choice of prior distribution270
can be found in the Appendix 1; They allow one to compute the posterior probabilities on271
the model space, P (Mi|y), exactly through (3.2).272
To assess the strength of evidence in favor or against a given model, Mi, one sometimes273
resorts to the corresponding Bayes factor, BFi, which is the ratio of the posterior odds and274
the prior odds for that model. When all four models are considered equally likely a priori,275
BFi = 3P (Mi|y)/(1−P (Mi|y)). One usually considers that a log10 (BFi) that takes a value276
between .5 and 1 indicates that the strength of evidence in favor of Mi is substantial, when277
its value is between 1 and 1.5 it is strong, when it is between 1.5 and 2 it is very strong,278
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and when it is larger than 2 it considers the evidence in favor of Mi to be decisive.279
3.3 Simulation assessment of the Bayesian test280
To assess the performance of this Bayesian test for HW equilibrium, here it is used under281
a very wide set of known scenarios through an extensive simulation study. In particular,282
the test is tried on SNPs from populations with inbreeding coefficients, f , taking values in283
its whole range, and with a ratio of male to female allele frequencies, d, ranging between284
0.5 and 2. In total, we have considered 625 different pairs of values for (f, d), and for each285
pair we have checked the performance of the test on populations with pAf = 0.2 and 0.4286
assuming samples with nf = nm = 500 and with nf = nm = 2000.287
For each one of the set of 2500 values of (f, d, pAf , nf ) considered we have simulated 1000288
independent SNPs with sample size n = nf +nm from a population with the corresponding289
values of (f, d, pAf ), and we have computed P (Mi|y) for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 and for each one of290
the samples.291
Figure 2 presents the contour plots for the average of all the values of P (Mi|y) obtained, as a292
function of (f, d) for the four combinations of (pAf , nf ) considered. This average estimates293
the expected value of P (Mi|y) for each given (f, d, pAf , nf ). As desirable, the expected294
value of P (Mi|y) peaks on the region of the (f, d) space where the corresponding Mi model295
holds true. One also observes that the larger the sample size n, and/or the larger pAf , the296
more peaked the expected value of P (Mi|y) is as a function of (f, d), and hence the better297
does this Bayesian test work.298
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4 Examples299
To present applications of the Bayesian approach to testing for HW equilibrium advocated300
in this paper, we analyze individual markers (subsection 4.1) and groups of markers (sub-301
section 4.2) of the Japanese population of the 1000 Genomes project, consisting of nm = 56302
males and nf = 48 females. We also explain how one can take into account the multi-303
ple testing effect through posterior predictive checks when assessing the HW equilibrium304
hypothesis based on the simultaneous analysis of a large number of SNPs (subsection 4.3).305
4.1 Test on four individual SNPs306
In order to compare the Bayesian test proposed here for HW equilibrium at biallelic ge-307
netic markers on the X-chromosome with the tests proposed in the context of a frequentist308
approach, we report the posterior probabilities of the four possible scenarios together with309
the p-values of the exact tests for four example SNPs in Table 1. Exact tests were per-310
formed with and without the data on males using the methods proposed by Graffelman311
and Weir (2016). The posterior probabilities are computed through (3.2), assuming equal312
prior probabilities for the four models, and hence P (Mi) = 1/4, and using the expressions313
for the marginal likelihoods, P (y|Mi) in the Appendix 1 with aj,i,f = 1/3 for the Dirichlet314
prior and bj,i = 1/2 for the beta priors. Given that each one of these priors corresponds315
to an effective sample size of only one and data involves a sample size of n = 104, the role316
played by the prior distribution is negligible. Sample sizes will most often be larger than317
in this example, and hence in practice the choice of a prior will most often be even less318
relevant.319
The first marker in Table 1, rs13440889, has a posterior probability of .748 of being in320
HW equilibrium, and hence one rejects the three disequilibrium scenarios, with posterior321
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probabilities of .126 or smaller. The corresponding Bayes factor indicates that the evidence322
in favor of being in HW equilibrium here is substantial. This is consistent with the non-323
significant exact test for HWE (p = .954). The second marker in Table 1, has a posterior324
probability of only .072 of being in HW equilibrium, but it has instead a posterior proba-325
bility of .803 of being in the first disequilibrium scenario, with d = 1 and f 6= 0, and hence326
one settles with M1 for that marker. Here the Bayes factor indicates that the evidence in327
favor of M1 is strong. In this case, choosing M1 is in agreement with the frequentist exact328
test rejecting HW proportions in females (p = .004).329
For the third marker in Table 1, HW equilibrium is also rejected, because it has a posterior330
probability of only .092, and one settles with the second disequilibrium scenario, with d 6= 1331
and with f = 0. Note that in this case the frequentist tests do reject HWE overall, but332
do not reject HW proportions for females (p = .760). For the last marker in Table 1, the333
most probable scenario is clearly the third disequilibrium scenario, with d 6= 1 and f 6= 0.334
Here BF3 indicates that the evidence in favor of M3 is decisive. The frequentist tests reject335
equilibrium (p < .0005), but the difference in allele frequencies goes unnoticed.336
In Figure 3 one has the set of marginal posterior distributions for the marker in the second337
row in Table 1, SNP rs2301322. These marginal posteriors are computed assuming the full338
Model 3, in the way described in Appendix 2. The first row presents the marginal posterior339
for female genotype frequencies, the second row presents the marginal posterior for male340
and female allele frequencies and for their ratio, while the third row presents the marginal341
posterior for the inbreeding coefficient as well as the joint posterior for allele frequencies342
and for (f, d).343
Figure 3 also presents 90% highest posterior density (hpd) credible intervals/regions for all344
these parameter values or pairs of parameter values. The marginal posterior for f in Figure345
3, for example, places almost all its probability mass away from f = 0, with the 90% hpd346
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Genotypes Posterior probabilities and BF P-values
SNP nAAf nABf nBBf nAm nBm
P (M0|y) P (M1|y) P (M2|y) P (M3|y)
all female
log10BF0 log10BF1 log10BF2 log10BF3
rs13440889 26 19 3 43 13
0.748 0.126 0.107 0.019
0.954 1.000
0.949 -0.363 -0.442 -1.246
rs2301322 33 9 6 44 12
0.072 0.803 0.010 0.115
0.009 0.004
-0.632 1.087 -1.535 -0.408
rs2356583 6 25 17 35 21
0.092 0.016 0.744 0.147
0.015 0.760
-0.516 -1.300 0.941 -0.286
rs201728945 3 45 0 44 12
0.000 0.001 0.000 0.999
0.000 0.000
-10.696 -2.741 -9.353 3.695
Table 1: Genotype counts, posterior probabilities and the base 10 logarithm
of the Bayes factor of the four scenarios (M0: HW equilibrium, M1: f 6= 0,
M2: d 6= 1, M3: {f 6= 0 and d 6= 1}), and exact p-values for the all-individual
and for the females-only test, for four single-nucleotide polymorphisms from a
sample of the Japanese population study with nm = 56 and nf = 48.
posterior credible interval being (0.199, 0.683). Instead, the marginal posterior for d places347
d = 1 well inside its 90% hpd posterior credible interval, which is (0.853, 1.172). The results348
clearly show that females are out of HW proportions, but that equality of male and female349
allele frequencies is a tenable supposition.350
Note that different from confidence regions, Bayesian credible regions are statements about351
the probability that the actual parameter value for that given SNP falls in a given region,352
and not the probability that the region captures the true parameter value under repeated353
use of these regions on different samples.354
Figure 4 presents the marginal posterior distributions for (f, d) for the four SNPs in Table355
1, together with its 90% hpd posterior credible region. The fact that, for example, for the356
SNP rs13440889, the (0, 1) point falls well inside the 90% posterior credible region is a clear357
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indication that in that case HW equilibrium holds. In the other three examples the (0, 1)358
point falls outside the corresponding 90% credible region in three different ways, which are359
representative of the three different reasons through which equilibrium might be broken.360
4.2 Simultaneous analysis of multiple X-chromosomal SNPs361
In this section we illustrate the Bayesian approach to testing for HW equilibrium of X-362
chromosomal markers by carrying out the Bayesian test based on the simultaneous analysis363
of a large set of SNPs selected from the Japanese population of the 1000 Genome project.364
The 1000 Genomes project provides genotype information for approximately 3.5 million365
variants on the X chromosome. SNPs without rs identifier, SNPs in the pseudo-autosomal366
regions, and SNPs with missing values were excluded. X-chromosomal SNPs were linkage367
disequilibrium pruned with Plink (Purcell et al., 2007) using the independent pairwise op-368
tion with a sliding window of 50 SNPs and a threshold of R2 = 0.50 using Plink instruction369
plink --bfile JPTChrX --indep-pairwise 50 5 0.50 --ld-xchr 1). The SNPs with370
small MAF have not been filtered out. This leaves a sample of 162225 SNPs from the whole371
X chromosome, that is the one that will be used in this subsection.372
Figure 5 presents the model with the largest posterior probability for each one of these373
SNPs, presented in the order in which these SNPs appear on the X-chromosome. The374
white band without SNPs between 58.1 MB and 63.0 Mb corresponds to the centromere.375
The presence of consecutive sequences of markers being systematically classified to the376
same disequilibrium scenario, or to one of the three disequilibrium scenarios, might be an377
indication of quality control problems in the SNP measurements, or might arise if the PAR378
region is erroneously included in the analysis. Too few SNPs being classified as being in379
HW equilibrium would also be an indication of either a problem in the measurements or of380
the fact that the population under scrutiny is actually in disequilibrium.381
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Model 0, representing HW equilibrium, is the one with the largest posterior probability in382
95.27% of all the 162225 SNPs considered, Model 1 is the one with the largest probability383
in 1.89% of the cases, Model 2 is the one with the largest probability in 2.13% of the cases,384
and Model 3 is the one with the largest probability in 0.71% of the cases. It is known385
that for SNPs with low MAF, which are abundant in this set of 162225 SNPs, power to386
detect disequilibrium is low. When one filters out the SNPs with MAF < 0.05, one is left387
with only 52008 SNPs, and the proportion classified as being in equilibrium falls down to388
89.08%.389
The next subsection illustrates how one can assess whether the overall proportions obtained390
for all 162225 SNPs are compatible with the HW equilibrium model, M0, holding true, in391
a way that takes into account the multiple testing effect involved.392
4.3 Multiple testing and the assessment of HW equilibrium393
Carrying out the test for HW equilibrium based on the simultaneous analysis of multiple394
SNPs involves dealing with the multiple testing effect, which requires one to account for395
the experiment-wise error rate. In the Bayesian context, one approach to that problem396
is through the use of the false discovery rate (FDR) and q-values, as described in Storey397
(2002, 2003), Muller et al. (2006), de Villemereuil et al. (2014) and de Villemereuil and398
Gaggiotti (2015).399
Instead of using the FDR, here a novel approach to address multiple testing in the Bayesian400
setting is used. The alternative method uses posterior predictive checks to assess whether401
the proportion of SNPs in the sample of 162225 of Subsection 4.2 classified to each one of the402
four different scenarios is consistent with the proportions that would be obtained if the HW403
equilibrium was actually in place for the population. To estimate the proportions classified404
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under each scenario in a population of SNPs actually in HW equilibrium, simulation from405
the posterior predictive distribution under M0 is used. For a description of the use of406
posterior predictive checks as a tool to validate models in general, see Chapter 6 of Gelman407
et al. (2014), or Puig and Ginebra (2014).408
To do this simulation exercise, one needs to resort to a sample of SNPs that is smaller409
than the one used in Subsection 4.2, because we need to assume approximate independence410
between SNPs and because, at this point, the simulation exercise that would need to be411
done with the larger set of SNPs would take too long. That is why a random subsample of412
only 1622 SNPs is obtained from the 162225 SNPs used in Subsection 4.2 to carry out the413
posterior predictive checks.414
It turns that for the subsample with only 1% of all the SNPs previously used, Model 0 is the415
one with the largest posterior probability in 95.25% of the SNPs, Model 1 is the one with416
the largest probability in 2.03% of the cases, Model 2 is the one with the largest probability417
in 2.03% of the cases, and Model 3 is the one with the largest probability in 0.68% of the418
cases. The second panel in Figure 5 presents the model with the largest probability for419
each one of these 1622 SNPs.420
To assess whether these observed proportions of SNPs being classified as following each421
one of the models are compatible with the assumption that HW equilibrium is in place, we422
estimate the posterior predictive distribution and the posterior predictive credible intervals423
for these four proportions, assuming that the HW equilibrium holds and that the SNPs are424
independent. This last assumption will be satisfied due to the way in which the smaller425
subset of only 1622 SNPs was selected from the whole set of SNPs of the X-chromosome.426
The posterior predictive distribution can be estimated by repeatedly simulating 1622 × 5427
tables of “data like the one from the Japanese study” used to test for HW equilibrium, by428
using the posterior predictive distribution of the data under Model 0. For each one of the429
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simulated tables, one then classifies the 1622 simulated SNPs to one of the four scenarios,430
based on their P (Mi|y) and finds the proportion of SNPs classified into each scenario.431
Each one of the tables can be simulated from the posterior predictive distribution by:432
1. Simulating 1622 values for pAf , one value of each row of the table, using its posterior433
distribution under Model 0 which, assuming Beta(b1,0, b2,0) to be the prior, is:434
pi(pAf |y) ∼ Beta(b1,0 + nAm + 2nAAf + nABf , b2,0 + nBm + 2nBBf + nABf ), (4.1)
which is also the posterior for pAm because under M0, pAm = pAf .435
2. For each value of pAm one simulates the nAm for that row from a binomial(nm, pAm),436
one computes nBm = nm − nAm, and one simulates (nAAf , nABf , nBBf ) for that row437
from a Multinomial(nf , (p
2
Af , 2pAf (1− pAf ), (1− pAf )2)).438
3. For each row of each table one computes P (Mi|y) for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, and for each439
simulated table one obtains the proportions of SNPs classified as following each one440
of the four Mi’s based on the largest P (Mi|y) for that row.441
By repeating this exercise as many times as tables of data one intends to simulate, one442
obtains the posterior predictive distribution for the proportions of SNPs being classified as443
Mi for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, conditioned on the HW equilibrium model, M0, being the correct one.444
The rows of the new tables are simulated to be independent, which is a realistic assumption445
when one is analyzing a subset of approximately independent SNPs the way it is done here.446
We have carried out this simulation exercise for the subset of 1622 SNPs selected from the447
Japanese population study by simulating 1000 tables from its posterior predictive distribu-448
tion. It turns that if the HW equilibrium is in place, the 90% central posterior predictive449
credible interval for the proportion of SNPs classified as following M0 because their P (M0|y)450
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is the largest is (94.6,96.4), the 90% credible interval for the proportion of SNPs classified as451
following M1 because P (M1|y) is the largest is (1.4,2.3), the one for the proportion of SNPs452
classified as following M2 is (1.8,3.0), and the one for the proportion of SNPs classified as453
following M3 is (0.1,0.5).454
Note that the proportion of SNPs being classified into each one of these four models for455
the subset of markers from the Japanese population Genome project, which are 95.25%,456
2.03%, 2.03% and 0.68% for M0,M1,M2 and M3, fall either well within these four posterior457
predictive credible intervals, or very close to it in the case of M3. The fact that the458
observed percentages fall within the posterior predictive intervals generated under the HWE459
assumption, suggests that the X-chromosomal markers without missing values of the LD-460
pruned database are in equilibrium, with only a slight excess of markers in scenario M3.461
By using posterior predictive checks involving all 1622 SNPs at once, instead of doing it462
one SNP at a time, one already takes into account the experiment-wise error rate, and one463
does not have to correct for the fact that one carries out multiple tests.464
When one does the same exercise on data from populations that are not in HW equilibrium,465
the proportion of SNPs that are classified as following M0 falls, and some of the other three466
proportions increase, and they would fall outside of the posterior predictive intervals for467
these four proportions obtained assuming that the HW equilibrium model was in place.468
Given that the sample size here is a lot larger than the effective sample size assumed by469
the priors, carrying out a sensitivity analysis that considers alternative priors of similar470
effective sample size leads to results which are almost identical to the ones reported here.471
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5 Discussion472
We have developed a Bayesian method for inference on Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for bi-473
allelic markers at the X-chromosome. Disequilibrium at the X chromosome may be due to474
a difference in allele frequencies between the sexes, or to females not corresponding to HW475
proportions, or both these factors simultaneously. By computing the posterior probability476
for each scenario, geneticists can immediately infer the most likely scenario. A similar477
approach can also be used for the Bayesian analysis of autosomal variants.478
The X-chromosomal exact test chooses between HW equilibrium, (i.e. Model 0), and dis-479
equilibrium, (i.e. Models 1, 2 and 3). In order to precisely determine the disequilibrium480
scenario with a frequentist approach, several statistical tests are necessary: an exact test481
with and without males and eventually an exact test for equality of male and female allele482
frequencies. Instead, by assigning a posterior probability to each one of the four scenarios,483
with the four probabilities adding up to one, our Bayesian approach provides a simple way484
of selecting the most probable scenario in the light of the data.485
One of the advantages of the Bayesian approach to HW equilibrium testing of X-chromosomal486
markers is that, on top of yielding posterior probabilities for each one of the four scenarios,487
it also provides the posterior distribution of the parameters of interest. In Appendix 2 one488
can find details on that distribution.489
Among all the marginal posterior distributions, the one for (f, d) is particularly useful490
because it helps one assess the degree of departure from HW equilibrium beyond computing491
the corresponding four posterior probabilities.492
For our Bayesian analysis, we have found it convenient to parametrize disequilibrium by493
using the inbreeding coefficient and the ratio of male to female allele frequencies, using a494
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Dirichlet prior on the genotype frequencies. Alternatively, other disequilibrium measures495
with priors specified directly on the disequilibrium measures might also be considered.496
One side contribution of this manuscript is the suggestion to use posterior predictive checks497
to deal with multiple testing in the Bayesian framework, as described in subsection 4.3.498
From a computational point of view, the chi-square test for HWE of X-chromosomal markers499
is very fast, and it is feasible to do this for a complete X chromosome with 3.5 million500
markers. An exact test is computationally more demanding due to the presence of factorial501
calculations and enumeration of possible outcomes. The Bayesian procedures outlined502
in this paper do not require a MCMC implementation as it is usual in most Bayesian503
applications these days, and that simplifies the computation a lot. If the integration required504
for the computation of the posterior probability of M1 is carried out efficiently, there should505
not be any problem in using the proposed method for a whole X chromosome.506
Further computational savings could be attained by using the fact that many of the 3.5507
million markers on the X chromosome are rare variants with a low minor allele frequency,508
and therefore the set of genotype counts will be identical for many SNPs. For markers with509
identical counts, the HW tests only have to be computed once.510
6 Software511
The Bayesian X-chromosomal procedures described in this paper have been programmed512
in R (R Core Team, 2014) by Xavi Puig, and are made available in version 1.5.7 of the513
HardyWeinberg package (Graffelman, 2015).514
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Appendix 1; Marginal likelihoods602
Here we present the marginal likelihoods, P (y|Mi) for i = 0, . . . , 3, needed to compute the603
posterior probabilities, P (Mi|y), through (3.2). The priors assumed are the ones described604
in Section 3.1, and y = (nAAf , nABf , nBBf , nAm, nBm).605
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The marginal likelihood under Model 0, under HW equilibrium, is:
P (y|M0) = nf !
nAAf !nABf !nBBf !
nm!
nAm!nBm!
Γ(
∑2
j=1 bj,0)∏2
j=1 Γ(bj,0)
2nABf×
606
Γ(b1,0 + 2nAAf + nABf + nAm)Γ(b2,0 + 2nBBf + nABf + nBm)
Γ(
∑2
j=1 bj,0 + 2nf + nm)
. (6.1)
The marginal likelihood under Model 1, with d = 1 and f 6= 0, can be computed through:
P (y|M1) = nf !
nAAf !nABf !nBBf !
nm!
nAm!nBm!
Γ(
∑3
j=1 aj,1,f )∏3
j=1 Γ(aj,1,f )
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−pABf
0
p
a1,1,f+nAAf−1
AAf ×
607
p
a2,1,f+nABf−1
ABf (1−pAAf−pABf )a3,1,f+nBBf−1
(
2pAAf + pABf
2
)nAm (
1− 2pAAf + pABf
2
)nBm
dpAAfdpABf .
(6.2)
The marginal likelihood under Model 2, with d 6= 1 and f = 0, is:
P (y|M2) = nf !
nAAf !nABf !nBBf !
nm!
nAm!nBm!
Γ(
∑2
j=1 bj,2,f )∏2
j=1 Γ(bj,2,f )
Γ(
∑2
j=1 bj,2,m)∏2
j=1 Γ(bj,2,m)
2nABf×
608
Γ(b1,2,f + 2nAAf + nABf )Γ(b2,2,f + 2nBBf + nABf )
Γ(
∑2
j=1 bj,2,f + 2nf )
Γ(b1,2,m + nAm)Γ(b2,2,m + nBm)
Γ(
∑2
j=1 bj,2,m + nm)
. (6.3)
Finally, the marginal likelihood under the saturated Model 3 is:
P (y|M3) = nf !
nAAf !nABf !nBBf !
nm!
nAm!nBm!
Γ(
∑3
j=1 aj,3,f )∏3
j=1 Γ(aj,3,f )
Γ(
∑2
j=1 bj,3,m)∏2
j=1 Γ(bj,3,m)
×
609
Γ(a1,3,f + nAAf)Γ(a2,3,f + nABf)Γ(a3,3,f + nBBf)
Γ(
∑3
j=1 aj,3,f + nf )
Γ(b1,3,m + nAm)Γ(b2,3,m + nBm)
Γ(
∑2
j=1 bj,3,m + nm)
. (6.4)
Note that the only model that requires integration is Model 1. However, it can be carried610
out numerically without any problem because the integration region is compact, and grid611
size can be set to be as small as needed for the precision required.612
Appendix 2; Posterior distribution under Model 3613
Under the saturated Model 3, (nAAf , nABf , nBBf ) is Multinomial(nf , (pAAf , pABf , pBBf ))614
distributed and nAm is Binomially(nm, pAm) distributed. Under the assumption that a615
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priori (pAAf , pABf , pBBf ) is Dirichlet(a1,3,f , a2,3,f , a3,3,f ), and pAm is Beta(b1,3,m, b2,3,m), the616
posterior distribution for (pAAf , pABf , pBBf ) is:617
pi(pAAf , pABf , pBBf |y) = Dirichlet(a1,3,f + nAAf , a2,3,f + nABf , a3,3,f + nBBf ), (6.5)
independent of the posterior distribution for pAm, which is:618
pi(pAm|y) = Beta(b1,3,m + nAm, b2,3,m + nBm). (6.6)
The marginal posterior distributions for pAf , f and d follow from the ones for (pAAf , pABf , pBBf )619
and for pAm, and they can be easily estimated by simulating large samples of (pAAf , pABf , pBBf ),620
and of (pAm, pBm), and for each value in the sample compute the corresponding value of621
pAf , of f , and of d, using (2.6), (2.4) and (2.5), respectively.622
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Figure 1: Evolution of allele frequencies over time as a function of the initial
difference (D) in allele frequency between males and females. The dotted
horizontal line represents the overall A allele frequency. Initial male (pAm)
and female (pAf ) allele frequencies are (1,0) and (2/3,1/3).
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Figure 2: Contour plots for the expected value of P (Mi|y) for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 as
a function of (f, d), for pAf = 0.2 and 0.4 and for nf = nm = 500 and 2000.
The contour levels in all panels are set at .1, .5 and .9.
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Figure 3: Marginal posterior distributions and 90% hpd posterior credible
region of female genotype frequencies, of male and female allele frequencies, of
the ratio of male to female allele frequencies and of the inbreeding coefficient,
and marginal joint posterior distributions of (pAf , pAm) and of (f, d), all for
SNP rs2301322 in Table 1, under the saturated Model.
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Figure 4: Marginal joint posterior distributions and 90% hpd posterior credible
region for (f, d) for the four SNPs considered in Table 1, under the saturated
Model.
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Figure 5: Model with the largest posterior probability, and hence the largest
Bayes factor, for the SNPs selected from the Japanese population, presented
in the position where they are placed on the X-chromosome. The first panel
corresponds to the sample of 162225 SNPs used in Subsection 4.2, and the
second one to the 1622 SNPs used in Subsection 4.3. The lower PAR zone is
between 60001 and 2699520, and the upper PAR zone between 154931044 and
155260560; no SNPs in these zones were included in the analysis.
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